CLIENT LETTER

Date:
EDI Reference:
Mr. [Client Name]
[Client Company/Address]

Dear Mr. [Client Last Name]
Re: EDI’s Advanced Aeration Technology Allows Wineries to Go Green(er) and Save Green
It’s fair to say that most wineries like yours are perceived as nurturers of the land – advanced practitioners of
environmental responsibility and stewardship. But at what cost? Fortunately, achieving superior sustainability
while improving your bottom line can go hand-in-hand.
At EDI, we understand the importance of getting this relationship for you right – for years, we’ve been assisting
wineries to reduce operating costs and prove their environmental leadership. Specifically, EDI employs best-inclass aeration technologies and advanced wastewater treatment expertise developed over more than 40 years
to achieve significant energy savings while improving discharge water quality for re-use.
Simply put, we solve your wastewater treatment challenges and add to your credibility as an environmental hero
– all while allowing you to focus on producing and selling more great wine!
In 2016, a prominent Sonoma County winery contracted with EDI to design, fabricate, install and maintain an
advanced fine-bubble aeration system for their lagoon-based wastewater treatment process, replacing their
outdated and inefficient mechanical aeration equipment. The challenge was significant – supply a turnkey
wastewater treatment solution enabling the winery to increase its production capacity without expanding the
lagoons or sacrificing effluent water quality AND achieve net energy savings representing an aggressive ROI.
The results speak volumes, and of course, our client is delighted. Notably, EDI’s solution allowed this winery to
achieve:
•
•
•

A doubling in wine production using their existing lagoon basin system.
Treated discharge water quality surpassing regulatory requirements, permitting the client to re-use
100% of the treated water for irrigation purposes.
A reduction in aeration system energy costs of 50%, allowing for an ROI of less than one year.

Interested in what we can do for your winery operation? Let’s start the conversation – please contact
________________ at [phone number] or [email address]. You can count on us to deliver for you…
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Sincerely,
Environmental Dynamics International

Chuck Tharp
Chuck Tharp, P.E.
Chairman

OPTIONAL HEADLINES TO STIMULATE FURTHER IDEAS FOR SAME:

•
•
•
•
•
•

EDI’S ADVANCED WASTEWATER TREATMENT ALLOWS WINERIES TO GO GREEN(ER) AND SAVE GREEN
ADVANCING SUSTAINABILITY AND PROFITS AT YOUR WINERY
ADVANCING SUSTAINABILITY AND PROFITS AT YOUR WINERY – THE EDI WAY
GOING GREENER AND REDUCING COSTS AT YOUR WINERY – THE EDI WAY
REDUCE YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND OPERATING COSTS – THE EDI WAY
WINNING TWICE – UPGRADE SUSTAINABILITY AND PROFITS AT YOUR WINERY
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